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Everyone loves videos of dogs expressing their love.
Still, these videos take on new meaning when military
men/women come home to be greeted by extremely
excited pups. These videos pass right by adorable on
their way to amazing. On behalf of Pet Health Network,
I’d like to thank all military personnel for defending our
freedom and protecting our country (oh and so would
your dogs).

1. "German Shepherd Fetches Ball, Returns
to Find His Soldier Home from Deployment"

Posted by YouTuber Homecoming Heroes. The title
pretty much explains itself but you have to see this
amazing welcome!
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2. "Dogs See Soldier for the First Time after
Deployment"

Posted by YouTuber, O.L. Sanders explaining, "Our Jack
russell and Australian terrier see their human dad for
the first time after his deployment."
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3. "Soldier Dogs Surprise"

Posted by YouTuber, grabagething. In this truly special
video, a soldier is welcomed home by his 3 fur babies!
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4. "Soldier Reunion Dog Crying"

Posted by YouTuber grabagething. This heartful reunion
got even cuter when the dog started whimpering with
joy!
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Afghanistan"

Posted by YouTuber, Kayla bellows, "Our dog Roxy
seeing my husband for the first time since
deployment...so cute!" And it IS so cute!

 

 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, you should
always visit or call your veterinarian -- they are your
best resource to ensure the health and well-being of
your pets.
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